Supply Chain Strategies
Transform your supply chain and cut costs by more than 10 percent

Streamline supply chain
management and make a
difference for your organization.
Managing supply chain complexity requires a vast
amount of internal and external data from multiple
sources. How will you transform this data into actionable
insights for leadership, suppliers, distributors, and
customers? Supply chain leaders know they need to
easily see what needs attention, what actions to take and
who to call. But today, most supply chain teams struggle
to move as fast as they need to, make data-supported,
time-sensitive decisions and validate results that impact
their organizations.

Find problem
areas

Fix broken
processes

Improve
performance

Supply Chain Management Trends
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of organizations believe
they need more
intelligence imbedded in
their supply chain
applications to improve
decision making and
performance.

of companies with
High-performing supply
chains achieve revenue
growth greater than the
average within their
industry.

of major new business
processes and systems
will incorporate some
element of IoT by 2020.
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Reimagine supply chain analytics
Contact dzopﬁ@ciber.com.
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Recommendations for your Supply Chain Action Plan:
Supply chain data should ﬂow into insightful dashboards and reports as seamlessly as
products move through an optimized, well managed supply chain.
Appealing dashboards are only actionable when they also provide drill down capability
into multiple layers of underlying transactional data with easy to use ﬁlters.
Supply chain reporting for day-to-day operations is necessary, but supply chain
analytics must also highlight where corrective action or improvements are needed.
Supply chain managers must be able to slice and dice their data into multiple views
depending on their needs of the day, and not have to call IT to do their jobs.
Anywhere access gives supply chain managers and workers the ability to use their
desktop, tablet or smart phone to do their job, make decisions and act on them quickly.
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Partner with a business solutions integration expert
Ciber’s Supply Chain Actionable Analytics solution puts control back in the hands of supply
chain leaders and their teams. It is affordable, rapidly deployed and provides IT with what they
need for data security, seamless integration of data ﬂows and relieves them from many of the
constant demands of supply chain management.
Ciber is a business solutions integrator and talent services ﬁrm with deep manufacturing
industry expertise. We solve the most difﬁcult challenges in digital transformation. Ciber makes
IT modernization practical with comprehensive sourcing options – from stafﬁng to managed
capacity services.
www.ciber.com
www.htcinc.com
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